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1. Salient Features of the Presentation

1.1 Large-scale corruption is generally discussed quite often but the practice of
petty  corruption is  the one that  is  slowly eating the system day by day.   It  is
disrupting  delivery  of  public  services,  so  that  despite  myriad  development
programs and schemes, immense leakages in the system and red-tape hinder their
implementation.  Corruption also negatively affects economic growth, democratic
Governance and Rule of Law.

1.2 Generally,  petty  corruption  occurs  due  to  unavailability  of  complete
information.  Institutions have been assigned the responsibility of disseminating
information  asymmetry  and  thereby  create  transparency  and  reduction  in  the
transaction cost of accessing services.  However, when institutions themselves are
ridden with corruption, or in other words, when corruption becomes systemic, it
cannot be tracked and tackled by same set of people.

1.3 Out of the complaints against various categories of public servants, received
and processed by the office of Lokpal of India, the broadly the allegations found
under following broad categories: -

 Wrong action or inaction by officials

 Criminal misappropriation by a Public Servant

 Extending undue benefit to other persons

 Offences related to bribing a Public Servant

 Service Matters

1.4Challenges: -  

He is  an  IAS  officer  of  1986  batch  (retired)-  Gujarat
cadre. He has a rich administrative experience in working
with  Central  Govt.  as  well  as  State  Govt.  at  various
positions  including  Vice  Chairman  and  MD,  Gujarat
Metro  rail  Corp,  Municipal  Commissioner,  Chairman
AMC  Medical  Colleges,  CMD  Sabarmati  Riverfront
Development  Project  Ahmedabad.  etc,  now  Member



1.4.1 India is on an upward trajectory in terms of digitalization, but there are more
grounds to cover Rural India.  Digital literacy programs of Governments need to be
rapidly implemented in all Urban & Rural development department / organization
to minimize human interface.

1.4.2 Wastage of time and energy in dealing with the complaints made to multiple
authorities on similar issues or against same public servant /servants   to be
check using IT base proper/ common screening system. One way could be
use of ADHAR card number of the complainants to avoid duplications. 

1.4.3 Completion  of  Inquires  ,against  Public  servants  on  given  time  frame,
following time line and processes as per Lokpal & Lokayuktas Act 2013.

2. Way forward

2.1 Apart  from using modern  technology as  well  as  IT tools  in  governance,
developing  effective  data  base  and  their  inter-departmental  sharing  could  curb
corruption in Govt. functioning.  

1.4.4 2.2 Authentication  of  complaints  through  Aadhaar  could  check
multiplicity of complaints.  NIC could be requested to work on this issue. 
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